Computer vision and/or Image processing is the vast field and very much applicative in almost all sectors. We require reliable and accurate data from the images. The information which is extracted from the processed images is used in various domains. Here we chose agriculture domain where images are captured of different crops and then processed those images using image processing algorithm to improve the visual quality of the crop images. Once the clear image is available researcher from agriculture industry can identify problems associated with the crops. We are applying fusion technique to the set of crop images using complex wavelet transform (CWT) from the family of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) implemented using MATLAB. This method enhanced the overall outcome of the fused image in terms of spectral and spatial characteristics of the image.
Methods and Design Issues:
The paper is mainly focusing on various aspects such as the fused images of crops must be clear and accurate, also they must be reliable so that further analysis of those images can provide correct information about the crop health. Its result can also be utilized in identifying certain diseases on plant. For an image to be accurate and reliable it must preserve both spectral as well as spatial characteristics of the source images. Basically in this domain of crop analysis it is required that final image should not contain artifacts and noise as it distracts the analyst's perception. While designing the fusion methodology role of spatial and spectral information of image must be considered to attend the objectives of fusion as accuracy, reliability, informative output image and so on. From the literature survey a promising technique comes out for image fusion i.e. wavelet transform technique. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) preserves more spectral characteristics. But has some fundamental problems which affect the fusion outcome as Lack of shift invariance, Poor directional selectivity [6] [7] . Whereas CWT is the complex-valued extension to the standard discrete wavelet transform. It is shift invariant and directionally selective [6] [7] . The research work uses Complex Wavelet Transform along with the anisotropic multi-directional wavelet transform method for fusion of multiple images.
Proposed Methodology
The steps of proposed fusion method are given below: Prerequisite is that the two input images must be registered before fusion process is performed.
Step 1: Read the two images (images must be registered one). Here we can also input Low resolution Multispectral image and High resolution panchromatic image.
Step 2: Pre-processing: In this step wiener filter of kernel is applied to remove noise from the images. Noisy image leads to incorrect assumption during fusion process.
Step To perform this fusion we have calculated matching parameter which will check matching factor of both the sub-bands of images I1 & I2, and high coefficient edge information of sub-bands. Using these values we have generated a threshold value.
-If the sub-band images are not similar then the threshold is considered as high coefficient edge information of I1 or I2 whichever is larger. -If the sub-band images are similar then the threshold is considered as mixture of high coefficient edge details of source images. Weights applied to them. The respective component planes are then fused.
Step 6: The component planes are respectively fused together i.e. R, G, and B of the source images.
Step 7: The step is the inverse reconstruction to obtain the final output fused image
Results and Discussion
Proposed methodology is tested on various sets of images and performance parameters are evaluated. A sample of image fusion applied on plant images is given in Fig. 1 below. These two images i.e. (a) & (b) are multi-focus images of plant having some blurred portion which are further fused together to get clear image as shown in (c). We can observe that fused image is having all objects very clear. Similarly the proposed method is also tested on other applications, sample test result images are given in Fig. 2 In this paper we have primarily focused on Multi-focus Fusion. Multi-focus are the source images such that every region is in focus in at least one source image or channel. Due to the limited focus depth of the optical lens it is often not possible to get an image that contains all relevant objects in focus. To obtain an image with every object in focus a multi-focus image fusion process is required to fuse the images giving a better view for human or machine perception [8] . The assessment parameters shown above are to understand their contribution in performance of the proposed fusion method. Reliability of the method is better justified by MAE. PSNR gives the Accuracy of the method and structural Information content is evaluated by SSIM and CORR shows similarity between original images and the final fused image. While evaluating these it is observed that some results of few parameters are inferior for some dataset specifically for data set 5 it is because data set 5 images belongs to medical domain which has some fine spatial resolution details which is not properly captured in proposed method. Here proposed method is slightly need to modify as per the domain and application. But above all proposed method proves to be the best in capturing rest of the details.
Conclusion
The proposed method can effectively use the complementary and redundant information of source images. The evaluation parameters demonstrate that the fused image preserve spectral as well as spatial characteristics of the source images. The method use strong edge features to enhance the final fused image. The proposed method also possesses property of perfect reconstruction which yield good fusion result compare to classical fusion method such as PCA [9] . Once the enhanced and clear image is available researcher from agriculture industry can perform various tasks on it. They can analyze crop health, crop density and coverage; stages of plant growth, various diseases associated with the crops and can provide solutions to them.
